Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 1 April 2022
Compiled Fri. 1 April 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

New US Restored Republic Active as of Fri. 1 April
US Functioning on the gold/asset-backed US Treasury Note Since Mon. 28 March
Emergency Broadcast System to Soon Activate
Big Event Mon. 4 April

The Storm is Here
Make sure you have the necessities – two to three weeks worth.
The Military will also supply food and supplies.
We are going to full Global Martial Law – changing from Crown Maritime Law to 1776.
…Whiplash347 Thurs. 31 March 2022

“The Dream of a Nation”
November 07, 2021 - #4808 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)
Judy Note: The US and 206 other nations were now functioning on gold/asset-backed
currencies, with seven additional nations expected to soon follow.
Fri. 1 April was the beginning of the new Quantum Financial System (QFS) using the new
digital currency of Blockchain, while trading gold/asset-backed currencies of nations at a 1:1
with each other.
The US Restored Republic based on principles of the original Constitution would be in effect
as of 12:01 am Fri. 1 April.
The Emergency Broadcast System was expected to be activated sometime over this next
weekend.

Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) could be notified to set redemption/ exchange appointments at
the higher special rates any time from Fri. 1 April to Tues. 5 April.
A. Wed. 30 March 2022 Charlie Ward, MarkZ, Chas Carter, David McHaney: The
Quantum Financial System: https://rumble.com/vz23wt-breaking-news-mark-z-charlie-wardand-chas-carter-3-30-22-ppn-at-12pm-cst-1.html https://www.thepatriotpartynews.com/














On. Tues. 29 March transfers in Asia from the Legacy Computer System to the QFS
were successful for the first time. That means they have gotten rid of all the dirt at the
bottom of the Swamp.
The bulk of what is becoming visual now actually happened 12 months ago...but it was
not in the Public domain.
People were being taken to Prison barges at Gitmo Bay. This has been going on for
well over a year.
There have been many, many military tribunals... and it has all been done in private,
but is recorded on an "Analog Video‖ so that it cannot be contaminated.
At GITMO after seeing the evidence against them, people were given a choice. If they
plead Guilty they were allowed to leave a legacy where everything was fully recorded.
There were some people who are not allowed to leave a legacy, but I cannot give you
that information right now. But they were not allowed to leave a legacy because of the
absolute evil they committed. I am talking about the Clintons, Obamas, Soroses, Klaus
Schwab, and Harari who was Schwab's mouthpiece. The Pope was another one.
Because of the type of world I was operating in, the Security Guards that I knew, I
knew when the Pope was arrested. He was taken out of the Vatican and put on license at
his holiday residence (house arrest) for some period of time before he was moved to go
before the courts. That was back in 2020. So 18 months ago, he was dealt with.
This was about getting the QFS prepared for that for a Global Currency Reset launch.
They were not able to move the funds to pay us. In the past they couldn’t safely make
those transactions, or could only transmit "$10 Million or less". But we are talking about
BILLIONS and even TRILLIONS... so that was not going to cut it. So this is NOT about
Tier 3.This is about meshing the QFS with the Legacy system. It has to work with the
local banks, or any bank around the world and they were having a heck of a time. So
literally is has been a difficult transition...because the funds have to come off of the
Quantum Financial System ... through Starlink... and down into the Legacy Banking
System.
There were a number of issues because of the corrupt banking and corrupt
practices. When I look at banking, I often think of banking as diverse in Dubai for
example. In Dubai, you have (1) Islamic banks, (2) American banks, (3) European banks,
(4) African banks, (5) Chinese banks... and then... you get into the 'crazy shit' when you
get into the Iranian banks, Iraqi banks, Afghan banks, Indian banks that you might as well





















be dealing with aliens from another planet.They have a completely different RULE
BOOK for every single type of banking.
MarkZ: In two weeks we will be having a totally different conversation – like how to
change the world and how to do good.
I am told that any black-outs will only be "regionally based" in order to do a cleanup
in that area. The "good guys" know that if they take down the Internet across the entire
world, then people are not going to be able to get to their Medical Records ... or go to the
hospital... or to get their prescription filled... and people would be dying from heart
attacks.
Trust me, the White Hats know this... and that is what has taken so long... this is done
to minimize the effects on YOU and I... the Working Class.
The Emergency Broadcast System will be involved because disclosure is so important.
I am looking for the EBS to be all the same.... For the timing... around the world.
I am looking for the outages when they take down all communications ... and the
regional in the necessity of a cleanup.
Ward: I am told by my contacts that they want to transition with as little "fuss" as
possible.
MarkZ: For many people this is going to be "seamless"... and they may not even know
the difference.
Ward: At the moment the Deep State and Cabal are pumping out their Central Bank
Digital Currency (CBDC). They are trying to make it look like it’s their system. The
simple difference between the CBDC and the Quantum Financial System is that one is
gold-backed and one is not.
Ward: We are still waiting on the China Real Estate Bubble to pop.
At the moment the new Q Phones are being manufactured by the Military.
You do not need to worry about the banks. Everything in your bank account has
already been mirrored and bridged to the Quantum Financial System. So when everything
goes down everything is mirrored.
The banks are becoming Wealth Management banks.
VISA and MASTER CARD are not telling anybody about the pain they are suffering
right nos. They have lost around 50% of their business.
We are seeing a lot of debt forgiveness.
Ward: Everyone was signed up to the NESARA and GESARA back in 2018.
MarkZ: this is set to go from East to West. They have been trying to get the QFS system
to interact with the Legacy Banking System. They had a tough time with the old
technology, but last night it worked for the first time. There were successful huge
transfers beginning last night.

B. Thurs. 31 March 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#
















On Mon. 28 March at 5pm our bank accounts converted from fiat US Dollars to
gold/backed USN.
The USN was out and being traded internationally as a gold/backed currency since Mon.
28 March.
The new USN were printed and in banks ready to be handed out.
Paymasters have been paid and Tier 3 bond holders will be notified this evening Thurs.
31 March and over the weekend, with access next Tues.
Emails from Wells Fargo will be customized to Zim Holders and will go out Fri, Sat,
Sun, Mon or Tues. 1-5 April.
Fri. 1 April our new Restored Republic begins.
The old Congress would no longer be paid. US Inc. was bankrupt.
The new Congress of the Restored Republic will be paid in USN starting Fri. 1 April.
GESARA starts after midnight tonight Fri. 1 April.
Information on the Restored Republic, GESARA and the Emergency Alert System was
likely to come out after or before Trump speech on Sat. night 2 April or Sun morning 3
April.
Around April 4-6 we would be starting to get reimbursement of taxes paid, birth
certificate monies, car loans, mortgages.
As of this afternoon Thurs. 31 March 206 (out of 209-214) countries have announced
that they had gold/asset-backed currencies.
There were 27-28 nations whose currencies that were going up in value with the GCR.

C. Global Currency Reset:










Bonds Holders were expected to be paid out in full and CMKX deliveries expected to
begin late Thurs. 31 March.
Thurs. 31 March was the last day of the Federal Reserve; any banks not Basel Three
compliant would be closed; the Petro Dollar would be no more and all nations would go
back to their own currencies vs. trading with the fiat US Dollar.
Fri. 1 April was the beginning of the new Quantum Financial System (QFS) using the
new digital currency of Blockchain, while trading currencies of all nations would be
gold/asset-backed trading at a 1:1 with each other.
Notification for Tier4B (us, the Internet Group) would happen according to Events, not
dates, though several Intel providers now claimed that notification to set exchange/
redemption appointments was set for between Fri. 1 April and Tues. 5 April, with
appointments soon thereafter.
Tier 4B would have ten days to make their appointments for special rates.
Last Year Juan O Savin said that Donald Trump would be recognized as the US
President by April Fool's Day Fri. 1 April.







At 12:01 am 1 April was reported by Bruce to be the start of GESARA/ NESARA, plus
the USN, USTN and Restored Republic would be in effect.
The Emergency Broadcast System could begin Sat. evening or Sunday 2,3 April.
Tax refunds, loan interest, Mortgage interest, etc. might be paid back to us starting in
April 4-6, with final pay out over the next year.
The US National Emergency would end Sun. 10 April.
The fiat US dollar (US Inc. was bankrupted by the Chinese Communist Party and Saudi
Arabia according to Charlie Ward) would be phased out (traded at a 1:1 to the new goldbacked US Treasury Note) by the end of the US Treasury fiscal year in Sept. 2022.

D. Global Currency Reset Recent History:









On Sat. 12 March banks worldwide were switched to the new SWIFT Global Financial
System.
On Tues. 15 March Delta Force took over the Emergency Broadcast System from the
corrupt CIA.
As of Fri. 18 March at 6pm EST the fiat US Dollar was no longer being used in
International Trade. The US was trading internationally using the new gold/asset-backed
US Note on Mon. 28 March.
By Sun. 20 March the fiat US dollar was officially dead according to Charlie Ward.
On Mon. 21 March a new gold/asset-backed Quantum Financial System officially began
across the globe.
As of Thurs. afternoon 31 March 206 nations had announced their gold/asset-backed
currencies.
Our bank accounts converted from fiat US Dollars to asset-backed USTN on Sat, Sun
and Mon. 26. 27, 28 March.

E. Real News Headlines as of Thurs. 31 March 2022:






As of midnight EST Thurs. 31 March 2022, the US Inc. fiat dollar, Cabal-owned
Federal Reserve and IRS would be dead. By Fri. 1 April the Global Currency Reset of
209 nations to gold/asset-backed digital currencies trading at a 1:1 with each other would
be complete, as would the restoration to principles of the original US Constitution.
Meanwhile on Fri. 1 April, the Cabal was attempting to launch it’s own digital currency
that had no backing, although a three trillion debt problem emerged as the Fed prepared
to enforce that Rothchild Central Bank Digital Currency.
Everything starts in London. Here you go! It's happening now! Thousands of
Londoners spend a night without power after a substation fire and cable failure hit
supplies across 37 postcodes and brought transport links to a halt.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10663937/Huge-power-wipes-traffic-lightselectricity-Capital.html















A large Solar Storm that could knock out the Internet and phones was expected to hit
earth early evening EST Thurs. 31 March.
When the U.S., Russia, UK, China or a large portion of the EU turn off their internet or
shuts down their own grid, that means they are either making a Military Strike or getting
ready for Military attack….White Hats
Top war analyst predict first strike will be a massive Cyber Attack and low yielding
Nuclear Bomb detonated 1-3 miles above the ground over major electric/electronic
infrastructure and grids. Turning off the electric grid will save primary electronics.
Turning off the Internet will insure defense from Cyber Attack, or crashing systems.
These Events will protect communications equipment, electronic controlled grids and
Military equipment and weapons.
The satellite images are fake. Russia has not retreated as posted two weeks ago as per
MSM.
The Deep State Mainstream Media was not reporting that the Chinese Military was in
constant moves to their borders.
In the past three months the U.S. Military has been searching vessels, shipping
containers, shipping boxes off loaded throughout the US for surface to air missiles
concealed in shipping boxes. The East Coast was being heavily searched through major
cities and shipping ports.
All last year the Deep State WEF warned of major Cyber-Attacks that would cause a
breakdown of the electrical grids and internet.
That was because they were planning the Cyber Attacks to cover up exposure of their
virus release and vaccine deaths. This was their play book – just like the Great
Depression in 1930s was designed to break the economy, and then start a World War to
cover up money laundering and taking over countries for their gold and resources.

F. Thurs. 31 March Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin Special Series: Major Updates and Info You
Need to Know! (Videos) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
G. The Real News for Thurs. 31 March 2022:




Wed. 30 March Solar Storm approaching, climate fail:https://suspicious0bservers.org/
We are 24 hours before the big CME impact. Yesterday there was an M-1 flare, but no
CME came from it. On the SOHO satellite, we do see a CME, but that one came off of
the FAR side... fired away from Earth. So we have two CMEs on the way... but until they
hit... we don't know if they combined or stayed separate. IMPACT: Early UTC on March
31, 2022... which for the US should be early evening.
NOAA forecasting a "G-3" AP-7 Geomagnetic Storm: There are bigger storms like G4 to G-7. They are tens to a thousand times bigger. A G-3 – the technological effects are
still minor. https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/noaa-scales-explanation






Emails Confirmed that Hunter Biden Helped Fund US Bio-weapon Research in
Ukraine: https://usafirstreporting.com/emails-confirm-hunter-biden-did-indeed-helpfund-us-bioweapons-research-in-ukraine/
This is HUGE! There is a rumor that President Trump is on Telegram under the name of
President Q! Seems like real! He has something big to share with us, the unexposed truth
about the US government and the deepest secrets that no one should know! Make sure to
follow his channel, let’s see what the President wants to say. https://t.me/PresidentQ17
The Clinton campaign and the DNC will be forced to pay $8,000 and $105,000
respectively for mislabeling payments that ultimately went to Fusion GPS, the consulting
firm that commissioned the dossier, according to FEC documents viewed by the Post.
$105,000 + $8,000 = $113,000 11.3 Marker Verification?
https://nypost.com/2022/03/30/clinton-campaign-dnc-fined-by-fec-for-lying-about-steeledossier-payments/amp/

H. 2020 Election Fraud:









4.8 MILLION ballots trafficked in the 2020 Election. 7% of mail-in ballots were
trafficked in every Swing State True the Vote has looked in. "It’s an organized crime that
was perpetrated on Americans‖
When did the illegal drops of ballots occur? From 8 p.m. to 5 a.m.
138 Ballot Traffickers in Milwaukee, Racine, and Green Bay Wisconsin went to drop
boxes to harvest ballots 3,568 times. 14 of the Ballot Harvesters in Wisconsin also
participated in one or more of the violent riots in 2020.
Wisconsin’s Election was decided by 20,682 votes, while they trafficked 137,551 votes.
It was a rigged election. https://rumble.com/vz6jpp-wisconsins-election-was-decided-by20682-votes-they-trafficked-137551-rigge.html
Russian Ambassador to UN says Donald Trump is the legitimately elected President of
the United States. He was "overthrown with the connivance of Germany, France, Poland
with the support of the US!! Russia knows that basement Joe didn’t win the 2020
election. It was stolen in the middle of the night by the Democrats using Domination
Voting Machines!

I. Germ Warfare:


'Anthrax Island' site of germ warfare experiments has been engulfed by a wildfire:
https://news.stv.tv/highlands-islands/scotlands-gruinard-island-known-as-anthrax-islandsite-of-germ-warfare-experiments-engulfed-by-Fire

J. Global Financial Crisis:


Jim Rogers Issues Warning: U.S. Dollar Being Used as ―Instrument of War," It’s the
Endgame. "The U.S. dollar will die," and it will fall from its position as the world's










reserve currency sooner than expected, says Jim Rogers.
https://youtu.be/gzXs3EdlbzY?t=70
The Cabal-run White House has announced that it was launching the Central Bank
Digital Currency (CBDC), while the US Mint was out of Silver planchets – the stuff they
used to stamp out silver coins.
A 3 Trillion problem emerges as the Fed prepares to launch the Rothchild’s Central
Bank Digital Currency: https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sounding-alarm-3-trillionproblem-emerges-fed-prepares-launch-qt
Top U.S. Banks have altered their deposit terms to require you to respond within 24
hours to unfreeze certain accounts to receive FDIC insurance in the event of Bank
Failure! Your account may be held or frozen until the information is received, which
could delay when the beneficial owners could receive funds.
Judy Note: It was my understanding that (according to Charlie Ward and Bruce) fiat US
dollars in these Cabal Central Banks has already been transferred into gold-backed
currency of the Global Financial System and therefore would not be affected by a Cabal
Bank failure.
On 28 March the Russia Central Bank announced the Ruble was bound to gold:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/it-s-official-russia-centralbank-announced-ruble-bond-to-gold-5000-rubles-per-gram
―Bankers all over the world are on the phones with each other and with heads of state,
instructing them that what Russia has done will totally smash both the US Dollar and the
Euro, and those Bankers will be telling the heads of State that World War 3 must
commence immediately.‖ …Harold Turner, Hal Turner Radio Show:
Hal.Turner@HalTurnerRadioShow.com

K. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:








Europe was facing a major fuel crisis as France and Germany refuse to switch to
paying for Russian gas in Rubles.
American farmers are already suffering from high prices for fertilizers, fuel and
everything else. Now they are warning America that the result of all this will be a rise in
food prices.
Farmer Ben Neal spoke with journalist Laura Ingram about how he "gets hit on all
fronts at any possible expense": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8t3ohqoeknw
"We are being beaten on all fronts and all possible expenses, from fertilizers, fuel and
labor insurance to packaging materials. Fuel costs are very painful for us. I would say
that our growth is about 25-30%, and I think this will soon affect grocery stores. So far,
the increase in fertilizer prices has not significantly affected prices in grocery stores. The
effect will be fully felt in the summer."
Farmer Ben Rinshi in conversation with Tucker Carlson on Fox News:
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/tucker-biden-didnt-address-this





"Rising fertilizer prices are likely to lead to a jump in food prices. If you're upset that
gasoline has gone up by a dollar or two a gallon, wait until your grocery bill goes up by
$1,000 a month, and it may show up not only in price. This may also apply to quantity.
The expected effect is in the form of empty store shelves."
Journalists of conservative publications in the United States warn that "one of the ways
to prepare for the upcoming increase in food prices is to stock up on long—term storage
products and many are already doing this. Costco, for example, has completely sold out
some of its emergency food items."
https://twitter.com/Stalingrad_Poor/status/1503173901672615936?t=ita0PX4AX1mHtxr
bLCGhsw&s=19

L. Covid/Vax Hoax:




Swab test kit pamphlet shows results are rigged.
Dublin, Ireland: A Young Girl Is Disabled After Receiving The Covid-19 Vaccine.
Adam Konrad, 41, received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on April 23, 2021. At 3
weeks he had a first heart attack and in five months he has had 5 heart attacks. His father
Otto Konrad, 72, received his second dose from Pfizer on October 26, 2021 and passed
away on October 28 just two days later, while Adam was hospitalized.

M. Russia-Ukraine War for Freedom:








Truth Bomb on MSM: Journalist and War Correspondent Anne - Laure Bonnell, who is
in Ukraine, shocks everyone: ―I do not defend Putin, but the truth is, I am close to
civilians. What I say is that the Ukrainian army is bombing its own people‖.
Aide to Russian president Vladimir Medinsky said that Ukraine declared its
readiness to fulfill Moscow's principal requirements in the negotiations."Yesterday, for
the first time in years, Kiev authorities declared their willingness to negotiate with Russia
and they handed us the written principles of a possible future deal, which stipulate the
following: refusal to join NATO, fixation of Ukraine's bloc-free status, refusal of nuclear
weapons and possession, acquisition and development of other types of weapons of mass
destruction; renunciation to host foreign military bases and military contingents,
obligation to conduct drills only with the consent of the guarantor states which must
include Russia. That is, Ukraine stated it’s ready to fulfill the demands that Russia has
been requesting for years", Medinsky stated.
Lawrov harshly responds to journalists from CNN: "If you are now appalled by what
is happening in Kiev - has anyone from CNN ever been to the Donbass? And has seen
how they destroy schools there, how they murder women carrying babies in their arms?
Have any of you been there?
As of Wed. 30 March Russia had practically destroyed the military industry of Ukraine.

N. Deep State Plan, White Hats:


















China/ Taiwan have reached a secret agreement to work together and reunify Taiwan
and China. Taiwan will keep their armed forces, democracy and their own elections.
(Japan will not get involved in fake war). Taiwan will help manage China (attempts to
create a war in China will fall). Deep State Cabal Rothschilds now owe another 23 trillion
to Asian Cabal leaders and were in a panic because they didn't repay by the January 1
deadline. That’s part of the reason for the pushed war in Ukraine and China. Currently
Rothschild families are selling off their holdings!
After the Kazakhstan infiltration of the country and attempt to create vaccines passes
and control food, Putin had enough. The Kazakhstan people revolted with the help of
Russian Military Operation and kicked out the DAVOS Group-installed corporations and
leaders . That was one of the reasons Putin could not wait on Ukraine as Davos/ HRC/
Obama Deep State group next eyed Ukraine to unleash bio-weapons that targeted Slavic
ethnic groups.
George Bush was the head implementing/ creating bio-weapons that targeted certain
ethnic groups such as Slavic and helped create SARS and Ebola to target Chinese and
Asian ethnic groups ...but the human immune system recovered far faster than expected.
Expect Russia to declassify server data evidence on Ukraine bio-weapon labs and
nuclear dealings (creating nuclear bombs from sourced Middle East Deep State
operators).
The tides are turning on the Switzerland Deep State Operations controlled from
Lake Geneva . Special US Military Forces have trained the Switz Military Forces on
how to surround the encampment and bring down their own Deep State Operations and
CIA bases.
The Fukushima Event was caused by Deep State Military operations guided by the
Rothschilds.
The day after the Fukushima meltdown Netanyahu called the leader of Japan and
threatened them with extortion for money. He wanted Japan to move over 40 million
people to North Korea where Rothschilds wanted to set up a New World Order state.
With hundreds of MSM news outlets and gatherings to hear the Japan leaders response to
the Fukushima Event Japan mentioned the extortion and threat to move 40 million (but
not one single news agency printed told the story. The power of the Rothschilds Kazarian
mafia easily silenced the media and outlets.
Currently Netanyahu is in protective custody where he gave up information and
servers.

O. Deep State Plan for Three Gorges Dam Collapse Black Swan Event:


This event would kill over 100 million in 6 hours & 400 million within weeks from
flooding, destruction of roads, hospitals, essential supplies & medical treatment. Deaths
of Elders, children, the weak & innocent lives will be immense with no immediate relief.











A Deep State Military Cabal & Global Elites project nearly 500 million Chinese
citizens would die. The Deep State has long planned to collapse 3GD. for population
control Crypto currency reset. Destroy ALL evidence that links WUHAN to other
Nations.
This planned collapse is connected to Freemasons logic "Out of chaos comes order" The
Dam collapse would trigger ripple effects across the world connected to businesses who
use China exports paper. plastics. supplies, Goods. Foods. Business resources/digital
resources...
China supplies 50% of aluminum for business. Industrial,. Their Cargo Ships and
vessels control one of the largest shipping networks across the world.. Connected to
subsidiary companies in every country. The Dam collapse would trigger the stoppage of
All Chinese cargoes and vessels across the world in every Port... The Chinese markets
will effect World Markets /crypto exchange/metal prices add create WAR... CHINA is
ready and has been ready for the attacks they have WARSHIPS in 60 Major ports around
the world Armed with NUKES. and 7 fleets of NUCLEAR SUBS....
20 million Chinese Mil. operators passing as U.S citizens owning restaurants/stores.
2 million students in U.S. loyal to CCP. 3 million Chinese in Big Tech in U.S.
companies/ silicone valley who can attack infrastructure of U.S digital Systems on
command.
The ramifications of collapsing the 3GD is NUCLEAR.... Even it doesn't go Nuclear...
You saw what one ship (evergreen) did to World Shipping... The effects of that one ship
will be felt 3_11 months...... Imagine if CHINA stopped all 27,000 fleets at once.

P. Thurs. 30 March Fleming: GESARA is expected around the world. Delivering relief and
restoration to the lawful population in every participating nation, including Iraq, Vietnam, Iran,
Indonesia, Zimbabwe, and every country harmed by these same robber barons.








GESARA brings redemption, security and sovereignty, all restored along with the
new Law of the Land, their own version of the non-polluted Constitution of 1776,
without all of the laws that followed supporting the robber barons and forcing debt on the
People.
The same robber barons have stolen hard earned wealth from innocents all around
the world, even before Shakespeare’s Shylock introduced the concept of ―Paper Debt‖ in
1600.
There are assets accrued in such a large numbers that once returned to the People,
money will be no ―thing‖ at all. There will be no lack for any One. This is the World we
are creating now.
With the help of Donald J. Trump, we will Make America Great Again, and Make
the World Great Again too, right along beside US. The original 1776 Constitution was
the Greatest Constitution ever written, following the travels of the original signers and
influencers including Benjamin Franklin, to the Middle East, Europe, and Asia. Bringing










the best of the best home, for We the People. This Constitution, its basis written in
support of sovereignty and freedom, and sharing the Wealth of the Land with the People,
will become the standard around the world.
Is it necessary to bring about the “Shock and Awe” effect? No. No one wants this. No
one wants to face riots and possible death. The Military don’t want this either. To all who
are pushing this vision, set it aside. It isn’t needed.
A peaceful announcement about the Restoration of Freedom, desperately needed
today, will be all that is necessary. The disappearance of the Biden Administration,
along with the Pentagon stepping up, will be all that is needed to convince the population
that what is happening is GOOD. Then, once the spigot of abundance turns on, washing
away all doubt and loss and fear, the world will brighten like the Sun suddenly shining
following a storm. The pendulum must swing Right – to Right the wrongs and to bring
about long sought Freedom and Abundance to the People.
This will include a new digital/blockchain-based Monetary System with a new
Financial System undergird with BRICS nations participation and ownership. The
OPEC dollar has harmed the People for too long, with corrupt, treasonous acts and the
evidence of which is the recent theft of billions of dollars with the (FIXED) price of oil
stated on markets – at over $100.00. The recent history of the crime against the People by
OPEC members, will be shared and those involved will pay for the many corrupt acts that
have harmed so many innocents.
If there must be Shock and Awe, let it be the shock of arrests taking place.
If there must be EBS, let it be the joyful shout of billions, following the announcement
of financial relief for One and All.

Q. Andrenochrome Production and Sale – the blood of a traumatized child:




March 27 2022 Adrenochrome - Hollywood’s Biggest Secret, Ella Ster: https://wwwellaster-nl.translate.goog/author/ella-ster/ https://www-ellasternl.translate.goog/2020/04/03/deze-termen-moet-je-kennen-om-te-begrijpen-wat-er-in-dewereld-gaande-is-complete-lijst/
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=http://www.shadolsonshow.
com/2019/07/20/child-adrenochrome-globalist-cabals-immortality-drug-of-choice/
(https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://patents.google.com/
patent/US4501923A/en
Celebrities go to great lengths to rejuvenate. However, are they going so far as to want
to use blood transfusions from child donors? This indeed appears to be the case.
Especially blood rich in adrenaline or adrenochrome appears to have a rejuvenating effect
and give a lot of energy. It is more effective than plastic surgery and very addictive. This
extremely expensive drug is reserved only for the very rich and Hollywood's biggest
secret. [ 1]



















Adrenochrome is the potent hormonal secretion that the body secretes in large
quantities when a person is faced with life-threatening physical danger or terror.
Adrenochrome has been shown in scientific research to be an elixir of life. It
possesses miraculous regenerative abilities to rejuvenate and repair human tissue.
It is also used as a drug. Adrenochrome gives a feeling of euphoria that cannot be
compared with any other drug. It is the most expensive drug in Hollywood circles. It is
also a well-known product in the medical and pharmaceutical world and is used, among
other things, as a raw material for advanced wound therapy.
Manufactured in laboratory in Wuhan Adrenochrome is a chemical compound with
the molecular formula C9H9NO3, which is produced by the oxidation of adrenaline. The
production process to optimize the oxidation of adrenaline has been around since at least
the 1950s.
The patent for Adrenochrome came from 1982 in the hands of Riker Laboratories,
part of 3M Pharmaceuticals (Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company), but
expired in 2002.
Since then, there are several producers all over the world. One of these is the 3B
Scientific Corporation laboratory in Wuhan. Previously this company was called 3B
Medical Systems founded in 2003 in the United States.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=http://www.3bsc.com/index
/pro_info.php?id%3D91723
On several Chinese websites one can simply buy Adrenochrome, or derivatives. Despite
the fact that the production takes place in a laboratory and therefore it seems that it is
exclusively a synthetic and chemical process, the origin of the raw material — the blood
of child donors — raises many questions.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.made-inchina.com/multi-search/adrenochrome/F1-PP_adrenochrome%252Bcarbazochrome/1.html
Neither drug nor medicine? Consignment note of transport of refrigerated
adrenochrome to UK Department of Health. Adrenochrome is not listed in the US
Controlled Substances Act and is therefore not an illegal substance. Although
Adrenochrome is used in the medical world, it is not approved by the FDA as a drug.
Yet pharmaceutical companies such as Sigma-Aldrich and Medimmune (part of
AstraZeneca, part of Merck) produce and trade in Adrenochrome.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://bit.ly/36gaiEP
Leaked documents from transport company Kuehne + Nagel show that CYM
Germany shipped fresh Adrenochrome to the British Department of Health and Social
Affairs in London. The instruction showed that it was a special shipment: ―Do not open
through customs. Do not disconnect the battery. Valuable natural product. Keeping cool
in all circumstances.‖ ―American Adrenochrome Child‖ ―20 ounces. Near baby heart and
kidney.‖ ―Best before September 28, 2026.‖















Exclusively for only the very rich, the refined product is sold to private individuals
through other channels. The website adrenochrome.net directly targeted an elite and
exclusive clientele, but was quickly taken off the air when news blogs wrote about it.
Perhaps because that site clearly stated the biological origin of the product. The
glamorous images could not disguise the dire truth. The texts were even less veiled:
―looting, human trafficking, harvesting‖, the images showed a rotating baby figure. The
site stated plainly: ―Since time immemorial, blood has been associated with youth,
vitality and immortality. The blood of children and virgins, in particular, has long been
used for its life-giving properties —both as an offering and as a substance to be ritually
swallowed.‖
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://web.archive.org/web
/20200319005338if_/https://www.adrenochrome.net/
Adrenochrome.net The site explains why it is an exclusive and very expensive product:
―The inherent difficulty of growing and extracting Adrenochrome has made it a very
exclusive product and the area of expertise of the vampiric elite.‖
Adrenochrome could only be bought with the blockchain secured ADC
cryptocurrency, available only to members. The site can still be found at web.archive.org
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://web.archive.org/web
/20200319005338if_/https://www.adrenochrome.net/
Their slick promotional film is still online and reveals some details of the dark reality
behind this product.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=http://bit.ly/Adr-promo
The stuff isn't cheap. CYM Caring Corp. charges $1500-2000 per milligram for the
purest, unprocessed form, with a minimum purchase of 100mg.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=http://bit.ly/Adr-promo
The American chemical company Astatech charges $5800 for 5 mg. In processed
(powder) form it is a lot cheaper, as sold on Chinese websites
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.made-inchina.com/multi-search/adrenochrome/F1-PP_adrenochrome%252Bcarbazochrome/1.html
We now know the stories about systematic child abuse in Hollywood. Yet this goes
much further than just sexual abuse. The production, consumption and trade of
Adrenochrome is perhaps the best kept, but also the darkest secret in Hollywood. The
movie Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas shows a scene in which actor Johnny Depp takes a
few drops of adrenochrome from a small brown bottle. ―Where did you get this from?‖ he
asks the man in the room. ―It doesn't matter, but it's absolutely pure,‖ is the reply. Depp:
"I think there's only one source for this stuff... the Adrenaline gland, from a living human
body." The other tells him that human blood gave him the "greatest high ever" and
mentions the name of the pure drug: "Adrenochrome".















https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.bitchute.com/v
ideo/clUkX65KNIUj/
More Hollywood stars are explaining what goes on behind the scenes. Mel Gibson
―Baby blood consumption is so popular in Hollywood that it basically functions like a
currency and the Hollywood studios were built with the blood of innocent children.‖
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.frontnieuws.co
m/filmsterren-robert-downey-jr-en-mel-gibson-onthullen-elite-hollywood-pedofiele-ring/
Former boxer David Rodriguez who has many contacts with Hollywood stars, also
spoke about child abuse and Adrenochrome use: ―What is about to happen will shock
many of you. I don't think you understand how prevalent these pedo networks really are...
in Hollywood, in sports circles in political circles... Oh man, it's bad." https://wwwellaster-nl.translate.goog/2020/04/18/hollywood-en-elite-pedoring-gaan-ten-onder/
Actor Macauley Culkin (Home Alone) calls top entertainment industry executives
―bloodthirsty Satanists‖ who ―ritually abuse children in the industry.‖
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://beforeitsnews.com/v
3/prophecy/2017/2496155.html
Actor Elija Woods (Lord of the Rings) said of his stint as a child star, "People with
parasitic interests will see you as their prey." He also said: ―There was clearly something
big going on in Hollywood. It was all organized. There are a lot of vipers in this industry,
people who only have their own interests in mind. There is darkness in the abdomen.‖
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://web.archive.org/web
/20160526054459/http://www.businessinsider.com/elijah-wood-hollywood-pedophilering-2016-5
Lady Gaga even portrayed Adrenochrome production in a video clip, which shows
drinking blood and drawing blood from children.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://web.archive.org/web
/20201120003427/https://drop.space/watch/adrenochrome-in-plain-sight-ladygaga_mQBPRobmCw2fcWt.html
Mel Gibson: ―Hollywood is institutionalized pedophilia. They use and abuse children.
They harvest the blood of children, they eat their flesh. If the child has suffered
physically and psychologically before death, they believe that this gives them extra life
force.‖
Like illegal organ trade, the sale of Adrenochrome is a very profitable trade. The
leaked CYM documents reveal that Adrenochrome production is a large-scale industry.
These documents dating from 2020, show lists of imprisoned children, their age, country
of origin, blood type, Adrenochrome quality and locations of former military camps in
the US. The size of these documents is enormous. Analysis also shows that a large
number of documents in 2020 have been filled in with an old-fashioned typewriter,
probably not to leave a digital trace. Nevertheless, it concerns the administration of a
professional organization.













https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.bitchute.com/v
ideo/Q1MLBb5j4mz1/
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.bitchute.com/v
ideo/Q1MLBb5j4mz1/
The leaked documents also reveal links between the medical and pharmaceutical
industries, clinics and labs in the US, hospitals in Germany and Britain, the involvement
of shipping company Kuehne + Nagel and the Department of Health in the United
Kingdom.
For example, Adrenochrome is sold to a company that makes products for advanced
wound therapy. Adrenochrome and the derivative Charbazochrome are available as a
product in Chinese web shops.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://www.bitchute.com/v
ideo/797mvLlQz91n/
Rescue Operations: Fortunately, more and more attention is being paid to the human
trafficking that lies behind all this. Marine Tim Ballard founded Operation Underground
Railroad to rescue children from these networks of organized child trafficking.
https://translate.google.com/website?sl=nl&tl=en&hl=en&u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wik
i/Operation_Underground_Railroad
Actor Jim Caviezel plays Tim Ballard in his latest film Sound of Freedom, which is
about a true rescue operation. ―They pull children from the darkest corners of hell. The
Adrenochroming of children…‖ ―When he started showing me hell what they
see…children are nothing more than…a cow. It goes way beyond the drug trade.‖
https://www-ellaster-nl.translate.goog/2021/07/03/kinderhandel/
David Rodriguez said of Hollywood in 2020: ―There is a major stab operation going on.
These pedophile networks will be brought down. Hollywood is going down.‖ Based on
his sources of information, he concludes, "There is a major operation underway and they
are being taken out." https://www-ellaster-nl.translate.goog/2020/04/18/hollywood-enelite-pedoring-gaan-ten-onder/?_x_tr_sl=nl&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en
The trade in organs, blood and children transcends the traditional drug trade. The
more money involved, the more immoral it becomes. The organ trade and trade in blood
deserves further investigation, because otherwise we accept that human rights do not
exist for some victims.

R. Albert Einstein letter to his daughter: ―I deeply regret not having been able to express what
is in my heart, which has quietly beaten for you all my life. If we want our species to survive, if
we are to find meaning in life, if we want to save the world and every sentient being that inhabits
it, love is the one and only answer. Perhaps we are not yet ready to make a bomb of love, a
device powerful enough to entirely destroy the hate, selfishness and greed that devastate the
planet. However, each individual carries within them a small but powerful generator of love
whose energy is waiting to be released. When we learn to give and receive this universal energy

we will have affirmed that love conquers all and is able to transcend everything and anything,
because love is the quintessence of life.‖
S. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 Judy Note: YouTube has fixed
these links so they don’t work. I suggest you goggle to connect to the link, or better yet use
DuckDuckGo.
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s
CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice
Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded
by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
T. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses to pedophile, torture and murder
crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in
law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General
Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized
Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of
thousands of children on a regular basis.
U. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the
organizations:

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/
Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
V. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
W. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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